Cliff Whiting

New Zealand

Cliff Whiting: He Toi NukuHe Toi Rangi He Kupenga Hao i te Reo 21 Jul 2017. A tangi for master carver Cliff Whiting began today at Maungaroa Marae Born and raised at Te Kaha. Dr Whiting was of Te Whanau a Apanui. A vibrant presence — Te R?nanga o Ng?i Tahu 20 Jul 2017. Te Punahou Whaithe? Christschurch Art Gallery remembers Dr Cliff Whiting, NZOM as a rangatira among painters. Whiting worked nationally and sculpture and painting by cliff whiting - Te Ao Hou - National Library 20 Jul 2017. It is with enormous sadness that Te Papa acknowledges the passing of Cliff Whiting 6 May 1936–16 July 2017. His contribution to Te Papa. Images for Cliff Whiting. Due to the refurbishment of Archives Wellington office Cliff Whiting's M?ori Battalion art work had to be dismantled while the work was being completed. He M?Tanga Toi - Dr Cliff Whiting - Radio NZ Cliff Whiting, Te Whanau-a-Apanui Cliff Whiting was born in 1936 and is a Maori woodcarver, painter and teacher. He is a member of the Whanau-a-Apanui tribe. Cliff Whiting in memoriam and the story of Tawhirimatea and. The painting and sculpture shown on this page is the work of Cliff Whiting, a young Maori artist who is an arts and crafts adviser to schools in the Nelson district. Dr Cliff Whiting, ONZ Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet. 16 Jul 2017. Master carver Cliff Whiting, who died at the age of 81 on Sunday morning. He was 81. Whiting played a pivotal role in the early days of Te Papa. Cliff Whiting: Te Po, Te Whaiao, Te Ao Marama From out of the. Throughout a career spanning more than 50 years, this observation of Sandy Adsett has been an underlying ethic reflected in Cliff Whiting's work as a teacher. Esteemed M?ori artist and ONZ Dr Cliff Whiting passes M?ori. Tukutuku and Kowhaiwhai - The Arts of the Maori. Instructional Booklet. 1972. by etimana, Mihia Whiting, Cliff Arlidge, Clive Retimana, Mihia Whiting, ClT? Te Punu o Waaithe? remembers Cliff Whiting. Christchurch Art. 16 Jul 2017. Artist Cliff Whiting of Te Wh?nau-a-Apanui ONZ has passed away at the age of 81. Dismantling of Cliff Whiting M?ori Battalion art work at Archives New. 17 Jul 2017. 17 July 2017 — Te Papa staff are deeply saddened to learn of the passing of Dr Cliff Whiting, who was instrumental in establishing Te Papa as Cliff Whiting by Lucy Orbell - DigitalNZ 18 Jul 2014. Renowned artist Cliff Whiting had a huge influence on Ng?i Tahu, says T? Tipene O'Regan, who tells the story of how Cliff came to work for the Press Reader - The Dominion Post. 2017-07-17 - Cliff Whiting, ONZ. Clifford Hamilton Whiting ONZ 6 May 1936 – 16 July 2017 was a New Zealand M?ori artist, heritage advocate and teacher. Whiting was born and raised in Te. Master carver Cliff Whiting dies, aged 81 Newshub Master carver and pioneer of modern Maori art movement. Cliff Whiting dies. Sun, Jul 16. 3 min - Uploade by Te Karere TVNZ. The death of one of the country's most important artists is being mourned. Cliff Whiting of Te Minister pays tribute to Cliff Whiting Scoop News. Interview with Cliff Whiting, based on discussions with Mary Barr, Robert Leonard, John McCormack, Bernice Murphy, and Cheryll Sotheran. Tell us where. Artist Cliff Whiting of Te Whanau-a-Apanui ONZ has passed away at the age of 81. He was 81. Whiting played a pivotal role in the early days of Te Papa. Cliff Whiting: Visionary, innovator, t?hunga, teacher, scholar, master. 16 Jul 2017. Cliff Whiting, the master carver and leader in the M?ori artistic renaissance, has died at the age of 81. The remains of dozens of M?ori and File:Cliff Whiting cropped.jpg - Wikimedia Commons. Cliff Whiting: Te Po, Te Whaiao, Te Ao Marama From out of the. Throughout a career spanning more than 50 years, this observation of Sandy Adsett has been an underlying ethic reflected in Cliff Whiting's work as a teacher. Cliff Whiting: Te Po, Te Whaiao, Te Ao Marama From out of the. Throughout a career spanning more than 50 years, this observation of Sandy Adsett has been an underlying ethic reflected in Cliff Whiting's work as a teacher.